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Use to your advantage the Orig-
inal HUCK swing nest.  

Security and the highest play value

  Closely meshed chain-link mats

  Protection against arms and legs slipping  

 or sliding through

  Nest shaped flooring

  Extra strong upholstery

Highest quality

  Additional abrasion protection on connecting  

 parts

  Suspension chains with the highest quality  

 weather-proof and cold-resistant tube  

 covering

  5 year guarantee on all materials

Extremely easy maintenance

  Repairs of the nest mats once assembled  

 onsite possible

  High availability of replacement parts

  HUCK Service with return service and   

 redelivery.

The term Vogelnest® “Bird’s Nest” has been 

a registered brand name of HUCK Seiltechnik 

GmbH for years.

Only trust the original!

HUCK play equipment has safety as its first 

priority.  The HUCK Bird’s Nest® is especially 

popular and safe for this reason.

In the HUCK Bird’s Nest®, children play on a 

close-meshed chain-link mat, through which 

arms or legs are unable to slip though.  The risk 

of injury is therefore extremely slim.

The “chicks” sit on a smooth and soft curved 

floor, just like their feathered friends in a bird’s 

nest.

Of course there are clear legal requiremernts 

for the upholstery in play equipment, which the 

HUCK Bird’s Nest clearly meets and exceeds.

Another criterion of quality: extra strong 

abrasion-protection for overloaded con-

necting pieces like the suspension chains of 

the nest basket. Extremely weatherproof and 

cold resistant tubular coverings for the HUCK 

suspension chains provide optimal protection 

for regular use – which is why our Bird’s Nest 

is so loved!

Maintenance is also child’s play. The play 

equipment can easily be repaired once assem-

bled. All built materials come with a 5 year 

guarantee and with proper care and mainte-

nance, children will be able to play happily on 

the play equipment for a long time. 

HUCK’s Standard Bird’s Nest has a blue wrap-

ping rope – alternatively there are other colours 

such as green, black, red and natural hemp.

Our experience and our standards guarantee 

quality of the highest level – that’s HUCK 

“Made in Germany”!

Note: Only trust the original! Because only the 

HUCK Bird’s Nest® combines happiness whilst 

playing, durability and security. 

Blue wrapped rope, 

red protective chain sleeve

Green wrapped rope, 

red protective chain sleeve

Red wrapped rope, 

black protective chain sleeve (special model)

Black wrapped rope, 

black protective chain sleeve (special model)

Wrapping rope in black,  

chain-link mats in neon green (special model)

Hemp wrapped rope, 

black protective chain sleeve (special model)


